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Cold plasma is useful in numerous medical applications, largely because of the
highly-reactive chemical species generated in the discharge. The hydroxyl radical (OH) is
of these species and has significant biological importance. An atmospheric pressure
plasma jet (APPJ) was constructed in the form of a plasma pencil, and relative and
absolute measurements were made of OH in both its first excited ground state—OH(A)
and OH(X), respectively—using optical emission spectroscopy and cavity ring-down
spectroscopy (CRDS). The total number of OH radicals were found to be constant in the
plume and within the range given by relative measurements made on similar devices in
the literature.
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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND OF ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE PLASMA JETS
1.1 Introduction
Cold plasma has experienced a massive increase in applications, in research, and
even in media attention in recent years. While plasma has been utilized as a tool for
decades, useful generation of non-thermal plasmas, particularly at atmospheric pressure,
have only been developed more recently. Cold plasma, which comprises an ionized gas
with non-equilibrium temperature distribution, is capable of creating highly reactive and
short-lived chemical species and excited molecules without elevating the temperature of
the gases. The exotic and useful chemical mixtures produced are a consequence of a high
electron temperature, an elevated vibrational temperature, and, typically, room
temperature rotational and translational temperatures. Consequently, cold plasma
transfers negligible thermal energy to the materials it contacts.
The generation of large quantities of reactive species, too short-lived to be easily
applied in any other method, gives cold plasma utility in a diverse array of fields. High
precision measurements of the reactive species, their spatial distribution in the plasma,
and their response to the generation parameters are thus critical to controlling and
maximizing the effect of cold plasma treatments. This work reports on the construction of
a cold plasma device similar to the device first created by Laroussi [1], the verification of
the similarity of operation, and the simultaneous measurement of hydroxyl (OH) in the
1

first electronically excited and ground states (OH(A) and OH(X), respectively) using
optical emission spectroscopy (OES) and cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS).

1.2 Applications of cold plasma
The number of applications for nonthermal plasmas has increased dramatically in
recent years, as cold plasma has been found to have significant utility in widely varied
fields, from medicine to materials processing and many others. The biological impact of
cold plasma is largely a result of three primary factors, namely the generation of UV
light, creation of chemicals such as OH and reactive oxygen species—including singlet
oxygen [2]—and the locally high electrical fields generated by the plasma. Radicals can
be generated by room temperature plasma discharges in far greater amounts and at lower
temperatures than any other method. Densities of OH in a dielectric barrier discharge
(DBD) plasma device, for example, reached 1014 cm-3, which would require a
temperature of several thousand K in a gas at thermal equilibrium. The number density
achieved dwarfed the 105-107 cm-3 of OH radicals produced by photochemical means [3].
The unusual conditions inside the plasma plume make it useful in a number of
applications, and most of the recent increase in interest and research has been in the
application of cold plasma to medicine. When used to treat living cells, the consequences
of the three principal effects of cold plasma, namely UV, electric fields, and reactive
species, can result in cellular necrosis and induced apoptosis [4]. Significant utility in
treating cancer has been shown, treating melanoma, the most dangerous form of skin
cancer, as well as brain, lung, as well as other types of cancer [5]. Moreover, cold plasma,
with appropriate selection of working gas, selectively kills neoplastic cells, thus having a
2

disparate effect on cancerous tissue compared to normal tissue [6]. For these reasons,
among other, the field of plasma medicine has seen massive increase in developments in
recent years.
Cold plasma has also found a number of uses in dentistry, used in the sterilization
of root canals [7] and even used to whiten teeth [8]. Many of the medial applications are
based around sterilization, being used in the disinfection of ocular cells [9] or the
treatment of chronic wounds [10], allowing the healing of injuries which resist other
forms of medical rehabilitation. There are a number of challenges to sterilization, both
physical and biological. Surface irregularities minimize access to microbes; generation of
biofilms, existence of liquid in the system—all shielding microbes from chemical and
optical sterilization methods. The combined effect of these factors leads to cell wall
erosion from reactive species, gene destruction from and molecular volatilization by UV
light, and biofilm erosion [11].
Consequently, plasma inactivation and sanitization of microbes, viruses, spores,
and sundry other microscopic life form has found a host of applications in food science
research. Salmonella has been effectively inactivated on peppercorns [12], on almonds
[13], and on food-contacting surfaces [14]. Contaminated raw produce [15] and wheat
[16] have undergone treatments which inactivated the microbial life without degrading
nutritional or aesthetic value. At the opposite end of food processing, ready-to-eat meat
inoculated with Listeria innocua and sealed in polyethylene bags, was treated with cold
plasma, severely reducing the amount of active L. innocua while making no other
significant changes to the meat [17]. Even foods sealed in foils have been effectively
sterilized [18].
3

The utility of cold plasma extends beyond sanitizing, as treatments of food have
been proven to increase the shelf-life and improve longevity, not merely by decreasing
surface contamination, but by slowing the metabolic processes of apples [19] or by
delaying the germination of seeds [20]. Given the overlapping substances and processes
between medicine and agriculture, it is perhaps no surprise that there are a wide range of
applications in the area of food sciences, summarized by Wan et al. [21]
Applications of cold plasma have been discovered in other fields as well,
including forestry, textiles and material processing—both organic and inorganic. Nylon
and polyester fabrics have demonstrated increased absorption after the alteration of the
surface energy by cold plasma treatment [22]. The wettability of treated wood has been
altered by APPJ [23]. The modification of surface energy and resultant effects on
wettability and passivation have long been accomplished inside low-pressure plasma
reactors, but are not being cheaply performed with APPJs [24].

1.3 Atmospheric pressure plasma jets
The many uses of cold plasma across a wide swath of fields has driven the
invention of a variety of methods of generating cold plasma at atmospheric pressures.
Physical properties of the treated samples, such as size, surface roughness, physical
shielding by water, biofilms, or other obstructions, affect the impact and applicability of
plasma treatments. Likewise, the size and shape of the volume of cold plasma generated
are also factors. As a consequence, though there has been a large increase in the number
and type of devices used to generate cold plasma, they have generally converged on
designs which eject plasma significant distances into the air, creating a plasma plume
4

which enables in-situ treatments. Devices fitting this description are generally called
Atmospheric Pressure Plasma Jets (APPJs).
There has been a proliferation APPJs created in an effort to improve the
simplicity, electrical requirements, and efficacy of cold plasma. These devices utilize a
number of different working gases, frequencies, voltages, and waveforms, and are called
by a variety of different terms, not always consistently. Research into the complex
electrical and molecular dynamics of cold plasma is compounded by the ever-increasing
variety of plasma generation methods used in the field.
One of the significant divisions between various types of APPJs is the method of
plasma plume propagation. Some devices ignite a plasma in the working medium,
ionizing a volume of gas which travels along the plume axis into the air and dissipates as
it travels; others create an ionization wave which propagates through the working
medium. Exemplifying the first discharge mode, Yubin Xian et al. [25] reported the
generation of a slow-moving non-equilibrium plasma created by a 10 kHz triangle wave
with amplitude 6 kV using nitrogen as the working gas. Using a high-speed camera, they
found the plasma velocity to be approximately the same as the gas flow speed. Moreover,
the plasma velocity exhibited a linear response to changes in the gas flow and was not
affected by the electrical properties of metal objects on which it impinged. Consequently,
they concluded that the dynamics of the N2 plasma plume depend on gas flow and are not
electrically driven. It is worth noting that the electrical pulses used were 200 ms in
duration. This is likely a factor in determining the propagation of the resultant plasma,
given the operating parameters for most bullet-style plasma, which typically utilize noble
working gases.
5

APPJs using shorter voltage pulses create electrically-driven plasma discharges
with significantly different spatial, temporal, and molecular dynamics from those of nonelectrically-driven plasmas. One such device, first described by Laroussi, is called the
plasma pencil. Ionizing helium with sub-microsecond pulses, the plasma pencil generates
a cold plasma plume of several centimeters length at standard temperature and pressure.
It has been tested in a number of applications, including several of those previously
mentioned. A large body of research is focused on applications and efficacy of the
plasma treatments, even as discovery and quantization of the nuances between devices,
and the fundamental processes involved in the plasma continues.

1.4 Advances in the ground-state radical measurements
The reactive species created by the plasma discharge in air are capable of causing
significant chemical and physical reactions on the treated sample. Specification of ROS
in the plasma, and parametric control over their concentrations, are a matter of significant
concern in plasma medicine. Accurate measurements enable proper dosage
determination, which, in turn, enable safe and replicable treatments. Additionally,
increased knowledge of the concentrations of species in the plasma discharge will
improve our understanding of the electro-molecular dynamics in cold plasma. Despite
this, until this work was conducted, there has been no absolute measurement of OH
number density in the plume of the plasma pencil. Existing literature have used relative
measurements of one method or another—for example, using relative emission intensity
calibrated laser-induced-fluorescence measurements [26].
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With helium as a working gas, the plasma pencil generates little O3 or NOx, and
low quantities of singlet O2. Thus, the specification of the hydroxyl radical is critical to
determining the chemical activity of plume and its biological impact, as OH is a known
cause of cell death [27]. Although measurements have been made with OES, showing the
relative concentrations of OH(A), this only characterizes the distribution of OH in the
first electrically excited state. Obtaining the concentration of OH in the ground state,
OH(X), is important to understand the total amount of hydroxyl generated.
Towards this end, several measurements have been made of OH(X), using a
variety of methods. Laser induced fluorescence (LIF) has been used to measure OH(X)
number density, by Pei et al. finding a maximum number density of 2.4 x 1013 cm-3 in a
needle-style APPJ using argon [28]. Yonemori et al. also used LIF and found a maximum
number density of 2.5 x 1012 cm-3 at the beginning of a helium-based plasma plume,
decreasing by a factor of 100 by the end [29]. LIF requires calibration against an external
standard and suffers from collisional quenching of the excited states, aspects which affect
its accuracy in absolute number density measurements. Absorption spectroscopy has also
been used to measure OH(X), for example, by Hong et al. in a needle-style APPJ using
argon, which found a maximum concentration of 2.5 x 1015 cm-3 [30].
Although these measurements have been made of OH(X), the methods used have
their limitations in accuracy and sensitivity. Consequently, employing CRDS as a
measurement tool in obtaining the number density enables high sensitivity absolute
measurements without requiring an external calibration source. The accuracy and surety
afforded by the technique improves the ability to utilize cold plasma in medicine and
throughout its host of other, wide-ranging applications.
7

CHAPTER II
PHYSICAL AND ELECTRICAL AND MOLECULAR DESCRIPTION OF
APPARATUS
2.1 Plasma pencil
The device constructed for this research was of the original plasma pencil model
first published by Laroussi et al [1]. The device consists of a 25cm diameter cylindrical
polycarbonate tube into which are set two electrode discs. The discs consist of a toroidal
copper-clad steel electrode half-embedded in an insulating, acrylic disc through which is
bored a hole of 3mm. These are placed concentrically into the chamber with a gap of
~5mm between them, oriented with electrodes on the outermost sides, as shown in Figure
1. The inner electrode is connected to the high voltage output of the pulse generator and
is contained inside this chamber and exposed to the helium flowing through the device.
The outer electrode is held at ground.

8

Figure 1

Drawing of plasma pencil cross section

Acrylic comprises the body and insulator discs inset inside the main chamber. The
separation distance can be varied to obtain an optimum electric field strength

Figure 2

Perspective render of plasma pencil

Helium flows through the center of the device, providing a working medium with
an ionization energy approximately equal to the mean free kinetic energy of the free
electrons accelerated by the electric field between electrodes. The flow rate of the helium
has a large effect on the stability, length, and nature of the plasma plume.
9

Demonstration of the formation of cold plasma with the device was heralded as
significant progress in the field of APPJs, as the device had no sharp electrodes and a
grounded external electrode, and was believed to be an improvement in both safety and
simplicity. The plasma pencil is low power, generates very little ozone, and, moreover, is
easy to handle and simple to operate [31].

Figure 3

Image of plasma pencil in operation
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Figure 4

Photo of device with dielectric disk with 3 apertures

This model was created during an attempt to increase the horizontal width of the plasma
plume by linearly arranging multiple plumes from a single reactor, but it yielded a
temporally inconsistent plasma

2.2 Electrical properties
Most APPJs operate on their own waveform, whether pulsed DC, AC, or in the
RF frequency range. The plasma pencil is powered by microsecond high voltage square
waves. A graph of a typical signal, with applied voltage and resultant current is shown
below. Typical operation utilized a +6.5 kV square wave of 1 ms duration, repeated at
frequency of 9.9 kHz. A graph of the characteristic voltage and current waveforms is
shown in Figure 5. A large positive current manifests upon the initial voltage increase,
signifying the ionization of the plasma at the generation of the electric field, and a large
negative current upon extinction, when the applied electric field falls to zero.
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Figure 5

Voltage and current output by power supply against time

The length of the plume was found to vary linearly with the voltage from initial
formation ~3kV, a value which depends on the gas flow rate. Moreover, for a given
voltage, there exists a minimum required flow rate below which breakdown or glow
occurs, depending on the value of that voltage. Increasing flow causes the formation of a
plume, the length of which varies linearly with the He flow rate until the discharge again
reverts back to arcing breakdown. There appears to be a transition from laminar to
turbulent flow in this flow rate regime. The literature provides evidence for the impact of
these aerodynamic effects [32], but this type of discharge was not well studied due to the
damage it caused the plasma device electrodes, causing an increase in instability and
propensity to degrade from plasma plume to arc. There are various combinations of
discharge mode evidenced during and around streamer breakdown, further complicating
the plasma plume. Moreover, the inductive load it created was outside the design
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parameters of the pulse generator, and the plasma generated is not of primary interest in
current research, as the temperature of the helium increases dramatically during
breakdown, and can arc to the sample, limiting biological applicability. Finally, the
spatial and temporal instability of the intensity and shape of the plasma made it
unsuitable for long integration emission and cavity ringdown spectroscopy.

Figure 6

Plume length at a range of voltages, flow rate of 3.6 slpm

The plasma plume is dependent on the applied voltage; for a given He flow rate, there
exists a range of voltages which will generate the characteristic plume. Below this range,
a glow plasma exists inside the device, but does not exit into the air. At the high end of
the voltage range, the plume becomes spatially inconsistent, as illustrated in the blur at
the end of the 7 kV discharge. The end of the voltage range is defined as the voltage
which causes the discharge mode to change, transitioning to an arcing streamer with
stochastic behavior [33].

The voltages required for plasma plume generation and the maximum before
streamer generation were both dependent on the gas flow. At the higher end of the
voltage range for stable plume operation, the device was susceptible to breakdown when
13

disturbances downstream of the nozzle changed the flow characteristics and would
generate streamers.
Once the device switches to a streamer discharge, it persists in that mode until the
voltage is sufficiently lowered. Repeated discharge by streamers has the effect of
corroding and pitting the electrodes, changing the local electric field, and decreasing the
useful life of the device. Care was taken to avoid running the device in this mode, and
consequently the operational parameters of the plasma pencil was limited to minimize the
chances of breakdown.
Nonetheless, as the electrodes are exposed to the plasma itself, it follows that they
corrode and are changed chemically and mechanically. The performance of the plasma
pencil after hours of running was degraded and the plume length was diminished from the
initial tests.

2.4 Macroscopic plume characteristics
Observation with extremely high frame rate video reveals that each electrical
pulse actually launches a single toroid of plasma at hypersonic velocities, a phenomenon
dubbed a “plasma bullet” to distinguish it from other operating modes. To the eye,
however, the plasma emitted by the device appears to be shaped in a narrow plume;
shaped like a single-tongued flame or steady wisp, with a well-defined shape and
boundary, the plasma is blue-pink in color and visible under normal lighting conditions.
The plasma plume may be readily touched by the hand, exhibiting no arcing or
danger to biological or grounded objects, while operating in normal pulsed plasma mode.
There is no electrical or thermal sensation, except a slight feeling of cold due to the
14

impinging of the helium gas jet. Too significant an obstruction to the gas flow can force
the plume to depart from laminar flow and throw it into chaotic behavior caused by the
resultant turbulent flow. Likewise, the presence of a grounding body within ~2cm of the
aperture may cause an electrical breakdown from the internal electrode and a subsequent
destruction of the normal plasma propagation mode and the creation of a stochasticallybehaved streamer discharge.

Figure 7

Plume length at 6.5 kV for a range of flow rates

Plasma plume length is dependent on a host of factors. The plasma pencil is shown here
demonstrating the impact of He flow rate. Above ~10 slpm the flow becomes visibly
turbulent, with a Reynolds number of ~5000 at the aperture [33].

2.5 Plume propagation
The plasma is generated by short duration electric fields, coupling emerging more
efficiently into the lighter electrons before vanishing without significantly increasing the
temperature of the much more massive ions and molecules. Investigation of the electrical
and optical characteristics revealed the plasma plume consists of a series of extremely
high-speed pockets of plasma, as shown in Figure 8. These bullets are created during the
15

onset of high voltage to the electrodes and propagates along the jet axis until the electric
field conditions required for its continued travel no longer obtain. The high frequency of
the applied voltage pulses (1-10kHz) renders this transient behavior as steady state
phenomenon on time scales >1s.
The plasma bullet moves axially along the helium jet at speeds of 105 m/s through
the gas jet, which itself has speeds typically < 10 m/s. The great difference in speed is a
consequence of the nature of the plasma, which is not a packet of ionized gas travelling
through the air, but rather an electrical excitation traveling through the helium/air
medium. X. Lu et al. described the plasma behavior as a guided ionization wave [34],
exhibiting many of the characteristics of electrical streamers with the distinction, and
advantage, of being repeatable in behavior. This repeatability improves the utility of the
plasma for sterilization and also makes studies of, and experiments with, the plasma itself
easier.
An initial electric field of sufficient strength to ionize molecules in the medium
accelerates the charged particles, creating charge separation. The local electric field
caused by the consequent charge distribution can be larger than the initial electric field,
and attracts electrons from the surrounding medium into the highly ionized area. These
electrons may be created through photoionization from photons emitted as a consequence
of the electron avalanche. In the case of APPJs, simulations have shown that the free
electrons remaining from the previous plasma discharge are sufficient [35].

16

Figure 8

High speed photography of a single plasma bullet

The ionization wave starts inside the plasma device, then accelerates as it leaves, as a
consequence of the change in effective dielectric constant, eventually slowing and
dissipating [34].

This electron migration creates a depletion of negative charges in the area
adjacent to the plasma, causing a similar breakdown in adjacent molecules. The direction
of maximal charge depletion is influenced by a large number of factors in normal
streamers generation, leading to the stochastic behavior exhibited by electrical
17

breakdown in dielectrics, which, for instance, is demonstrated most prominently in
lightning. This process perpetuates until the excitation runs out of energy, chemical
composition becomes too electronegative, or conditions become otherwise unsuitable for
propagation.

Figure 9

Cathode-directed streamer, showing the traveling region of high ionization

(a) The positively-charged streamer head causes secondary electron avalanches, which
energize molecules in the medium, some of which de-excite by emitting photoionizing
radiation. (b) The electric force lines are shown—their directivity causing the consequent
anisotropy of the resulting avalanche [34].
In guided ionization waves, the radial and longitudinal variations of the chemical
composition of the medium creates anisotropic electrochemical conditions, limiting the
direction of effective excitation/avalanche action and thus constraining the direction of
the wave.

18

Figure 10

Time-resolved photos of the plasma, taken on the propagation axis

The plasma is constrained to the region of He/air mixing [34]
The area of maximum emission occurs at some maximal value of N2/air inclusion
in the helium, with nearly all the emitted light in the visible spectrum, and indeed from
UV-NIR, come from various nitrogen states. Consequently, the shape of the glowing
plasma is in the form of a torus, oriented with its axis along the propagation vector [36].
As the plume progresses into the atmosphere, the molar fraction of N2 and O2 become
sufficiently large, and the plasma is quenched.

Figure 11

Simulation of the molar fraction of N2 in the plume

The ionization wave is only able to propagate for a certain range of correct ratio of He to
N2—and air in general (oxygen was not included in the simulation for simplicity)—by
Sakiyama et al [36].
It is important to note, however, that this is the mode of operation in which the
plasma pencil is generating plasma bullets. Significant deviation from normal operational
19

parameters will cause the plasma bullets to cease. The presence of a ground too close to
the electrode, or significant disruption of the helium jet from an object causing stagnation
of the gas flow, can cause breakdown and direct arcing. In the case of severely turbulent
flow, the axial symmetry is utterly broken and stochastic behavior is exhibited as the flow
pattern changes with the changing gas distribution. This is true even if the electrodes are
separated too far for normal arcing at operating voltage, as free electrons created during
the plasma discharge lead to higher conductivity and facilitate easier breakdown.
Deviations from plasma bullet discharge occur most commonly when the helium
jet transitions to turbulent flow before the end of the plasma plume. Since the ionization
wave only propagates efficiently through helium—the absence of nitrogen and oxygen
molecules permitting the acceleration of electrons to relatively high kinetic energies—the
plasma plume is confined to volumes where the He concentration is above 95% [37].
When the plume becomes turbulent, the regions of He/air ratios permitting propagation
become scattered and move about in the turbulent mixing. This can cause chaotic plumes
and even poorly-connected branching plasma plumes when favorable conditions obtain
outside the originating stream of the He jet. A similar, but more stable, example of this
may be seen in the secondary discharge above the central plume, in the triple-aperture
plasma pencil arrangement shown in Figure 12 below:

20

Figure 12

Triple-plumed plasma pencil with secondary discharge

Figure 13

Plasma igniting secondary discharge as demonstrated by X. Lu et al [38].

The plasma plume may ignite secondary discharges in conducive media, even if
propagation-inhibitive regions or materials intervene.
This behavior is a manifestation of, and further evidence for, the true nature of the
plasma plumes in sub-microsecond pulsed APPJs. The plume is the result of a traveling
ionization wave, not bulk motion of an ionized gas, as it is under other modes of
operation or schemes of generation.

21

CHAPTER III
DIAGNOSTICS USING OES
3.1 Experimental setup
The plasma jet device was attached to an optical post and mounted to a 3 axis
translation stage that had .01mm precision. The device was arranged with the aperture on
top, so that when activated, the plume shot upward. This arrangement prevented the
buoyancy force acting on the helium jet from causing transverse deflection, simplifying
aiming while sampling along the longitudinal axis with the CRDS system. The mount
was fixed and moved until the axis of the plasma plume was located in the beam path of
optical cavity.
A digital camera (Sony FCB-EX78BB) was arranged to view the plasma plume
during experiment and measurement. The camera monitored the visual appearance of the
plasma, showing color and shape of plume, and also enabling verification of the type of
plasma discharge generated. This was useful in achieving repeatability, as the electrodes
tended to degrade and alter the discharge method with age. The shutter speed of the
camera was adjustable, and maintained at a rate which enabled good digital reproduction
of the visual appearance of the plasma—this rate varied some depending on helium flow
rate and voltage used.
The helium flowing through the device traverses several orifice plates as it
travels. The helium gas used was industrial-grade helium, 99.995% pure with total
22

contaminants <15ppm. The flow was monitored and controlled by a rotometer,
capable of regulating the gas flow between 0 and 19 standard liters per minute.

Figure 14

Schematic overview of the experimental setup used during simultaneous
OES & CRDS measurements [33]

The plasma device was connected to a high voltage pulse generator (DEI PVX4110) with a .6 m low-loss coaxial cable. The pulse generator was supplied with high
voltage by a Spellman SL 1200 high voltage power supply, and the pulse was controlled
by a 15 MHz arbitrary wavefunction generator (HP 33120A). The voltage was typically
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maintained at 6.5 kV, which provided good performance at 3.59 standard liters per
minute (slpm).

3.2 Optical emission spectroscopy setup
Figure 4 shows the arrangement of the plasma pencil and tools used in the study
of the plasma. The optical emission from the plasma was measured using a dual-channel
spectrometer (Avantes) connected via 400 mm aperture fiber optic to a confocal
microscope comprising two lenses of focal length 5cm. The arrangement was such that
the optical axis of the microscope was orthogonal to the longitudinal axis of the plasma
plume. This setup allowed for simultaneous measurement of the emission and absorption
spectra using the spectrometer and the CRDS system, while maintaining a clear view for
the camera to capture images of the appearance of the plasma plume.
The spectrometer employed two gratings, a 600 grooves mm-1 and 1200 grooves
mm-1 grating, and in such a configuration was sensitive from 200 to 600 nm, with a
resolution at 350 nm of .07 nm. The emission spectra were generated by averaging 10
measurements, each with an integration time of 45 s.
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Figure 15

Emission spectra of plasma plume, 2 mm from orifice

Electronic transitions of He (31P → 21S), He (33D → 23P), N2+ (B – X), N2 (C – B), OH
(A – X), are located in the spectra as shown in Figure 15. Penning ionization is the source
of the N2+(B) [39], with the reaction:
He∗ + N2 →N2+ + He + e
Due to this creation pathway, N2+ is thus also a proxy measurement for excited He and
metastable He (23S), which are created by electron impact excitation. The species present
in the plume are present throughout the entirety of its length, as shown in Figure 16,
though the relative intensities alter some, as shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 16

Spectra from several locations along the plume

All species present are evidenced throughout the entirety of the plume [33].
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Figure 17

Relative intensities of emission for three species

OH(A) decreases along the plume, showing selective excitation at the beginning of the
plume, possibly a consequence of formation through electron impact on H2O. The
relaxation time of OH(A –X), ~ 3 ns, is orders of magnitude less than the lifetime of OH
[40], so the actual spatial trends of the radical distribution are undetermined by this
measurement [33].
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Using SPECAIR to simulate emission of N2 (C3pu – B3pg), the best match to
measured data of the relative intensities was found, which yielded a rotational
temperature equal to the translational temperature, at 300 K, the simulated spectrum
shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18

Simulated (blue) and measured (black) emission

The rotational temperature is in equilibrium with the gas temperature as expected,
as it has a relaxation time of a few ps at this gas temperature range, owing to easy
rotational-translation relaxation. The vibrational temperature was 3600 K at the plasma
pencil nozzle, peaking at 3800 K, and then decreasing along the length of the plume, as
shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19

Vibrational temperature along the plume

The rotational temperature is not increased by the discharge, holding steady along the
plume. Vibrational temperature tends to slowly decrease [33]

Vibrational-to-translation (VT) relaxation is a slow process in the conditions
created in the discharge. VT relaxation includes all processes wherein the vibrational
energy is transferred to translational energy of the collision partner—including the parent
molecule itself (VTm) or parent atom (VTa).
M2 (v) + M2 → M2 (w) + M2 + ∆εT

(VTm)

(1)

M2 (v) + M → M2 (w) + M2 + ∆εT

(VTa)

(2)
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Figure 20

Rate coefficients for vibrational de-excitation as function of v, every 100 K

The rate coefficients for VTm are shown in blue, VV (vibrational energy transfer
between species) in red [3]
At the temperatures and vibrational energy states in the plasma created in the
plasma pencil plume, the vibration-translation relaxation time is greater 100 ms [41].
Figure 20 illustrates the rate coefficients for the various de-excitations in the plasma,
showing the low probability for transition under the conditions obtained.

3.3 Molecular kinematics
Cold plasmas are typified by their non-equilibrium temperature distributions, and
the relationship of temperatures is reflective of the characteristic time of energy transfer
between modes [3]:
Te >Tv >Tion ≈ Trot ≈ T0
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(3)

The difference between the electron and gas temperature can be very large indeed
(>20,000 K and 300 K are typical values, respectively). The low mass of electrons causes
large accelerations in the presence of the electric fields generated in the APPJ, quickly
attaining high kinetic energy, leading to a selective initial energy transfer to the electrons
in the gas. This non-thermal-equilibrium state is maintained throughout the discharge, as
the electrons are in poor thermal contact with ions and molecules in the media, which is
primarily He or another inert gas. Elastic collisions between energetic electrons and
molecules transfer little energy as the mass ratio between the two colliding objects is too
small. Inelastic collisions are less likely and are strongly dependent on the electron
temperature.
The inelastic cross section and rate coefficients of N2 are shown in Figure 21.
Peaking strongly around 2-3 eV, the graph shows how N2 inelastically collides with
electrons in that energy range in the plume, consuming kinetic energy without generating
additional free electrons, thus damping the plasma. Oxygen likewise scavenges electrons
at a low energy before they can accelerate to useful ionizing/energizing energies.
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Figure 21

(a) cross section and (b) rate coefficients of inelastic collisions of N2(0)
against electron energy

Maximum energy-dependent cross section of N2 is several orders of magnitude greater
than that for low energy electrons, and, to give a sense of scale, an order of magnitude
higher than bond-length-based cross sectional size estimations [3]
Consequently, once past the low temperatures at which electronegative molecules
can scavenge them (< 2-3 eV), free electrons easily gain energy up to the thresholds
required for efficient transfer to various vibrational or electronic excitations, ionization or
even dissociation [3].
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CHAPTER IV
DIAGNOSTICS OF THE COLD PLASMA USING CRDS
4.1 Cavity ringdown spectroscopy method
Numerous chemical species are created during plasma discharge, and only the
excited specimens may be qualitatively measured through emission spectroscopy. In
order to make a qualitative measurement of the absolute number density of the reactive
species in the plasma plume, the device was analyzed using cavity ringdown
spectroscopy.
CRDS is essentially a multi-pass absorption spectroscopy method allowing for
extremely high sensitivities and absolute number measurements [42]. The technique
derives its sensitivity from two primary aspects. First, the sample is located inside an
optical cavity created by two high reflectivity mirrors—typically confocal mirrors for
ease of alignment and spatial precision. Second, rather than measuring the absorption by
means of the ratio of incident and transmitted intensities, CRDS treats the absorbing
sample as a loss mechanism in the optical cavity degrading the resonator’s Q factor. By
pulsing light of a specific wavelength into the cavity and then tracking the energy in the
cavity over time, the resultant graph of intensity against time will follow an exponential
curve. The instant the laser is turned off, the intensity of the laser light contained in the
optical cavity decreases through mirror losses and absorption in the sample. The
intensity, as measured by the detector, falls off according to equation
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I(t,λ)=I0 e-t/τ(λ)

(4)

The system is run without sample present to get a ringdown baseline, determined
by the atmospheric absorption, mirror losses, and so forth. Once the sample is introduced
and the process is repeated. Digitally fitting the intensity measurements to equation 4, the
time constant is obtained, which may be used to calculate the absorbance of the sample,
from equation:
𝐿

1

Absorbance = Snl = ∫ 𝑐 ( 𝜏𝑓 (𝑣) −

1
𝑓

𝜏0

) 𝑑𝑣

(5)

where n is the absolute number density, L is the ringdown cavity length, l is path length
inside the sample, and S is the line-intensity, a temperature dependent function which can
be calculated from:

𝑆(𝑇) = 3.721963 x 10−20

𝑇𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠
1
𝑁
𝑒
( )x(
2
297.16 8𝜋𝑐𝑣 𝑃

−1.4388𝐸 ′′⁄
𝑇𝑟

𝑄𝑉𝑅

𝑣 ′ 𝐽′

) 𝐴𝑣′′ 𝐽′′ (2𝐽′ + 1) x

(1 − 𝑒 −1.4388𝑣⁄𝑇𝑅 )

(6)

The path length of the laser through the plume was measured by calibrated photos of the
plasma during CRDS. By sweeping the beam spatially through the plume, density across
the entire sample may be obtained.

4.2 CRDS absorption spectra
To perform the CRDS, a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser, (Continuum
Powerlite 8020), was pulsed at 10 Hz and the beam was used to pump a dye laser
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(Radiant Narrowscan) with a tunable, narrow band output, with a minimum step size of
.0005 nm. The resulting laser was frequency-doubled (Inrad Autogracker III) to obtain an
ultraviolet output beam.
The path of the beam in the optical arrangement is shown in Figure 14. The laser
passes through focusing elements and into the 61 cm long optical cavity formed by
mirrors 1 and 2. Each plano-concave mirror is 99.9% reflective at 308 nm. The output
from the far side of the optical cavity passes through a 10 nm bandpass filter centered at
308 nm, and was monitored by a photomultiplier tube (PMT, Hamamatsu R928). The
PMT is monitored by oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS 410A) outputting in turn to a
computer CRDS-monitoring software developed in-house [43]. The noise in the signal
with and without plasma, was .5% and .7%, respectively.
The CRDS laser was swept through a wavelength range near 308 nm,
corresponding to the OH (A—X) (0 ← 0) band, and the structure of the rotational
spectrum observed.

Figure 22

Broad scan of the absorption spectra near 308 nm

Rotationally resolved spectrum of OH A—X (0 ← 0) [33]
Due to the clarity of the P1(2) absorption peak, which was far from other
rotational lines as verified with simulation performed by LIFBASE, it was selected for
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use in ringdown. High resolution scans were made, sweeping through the wavelength in
question with a step size of .0005 nm, firing 100 shots at each step, which were averaged
to determine the ringdown time. Measurements were made at each half mm along the
plume. A graph of the absorption curves at a selection of locations in the plume is shown
in Figure 23.

Figure 23

Absorbance at a select intervals along the plasma plume

The absorbance as measured along the selected rotational line, P1(2) in OH A—X (0-0)
band [33].
A list of the absolute OH number densities and the quantities required for the
calculation is shown in Table 1 on the following page.
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Position
z (mm)
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22

Table 2

Temperature
Rotational
Vibrational
300
3620
300
3800
300
3640
300
3680
300
3550
300
3630
300
3350
300
3650
300
3610
300
3600
290
3530

Line Intensity (S) of the P1(2)
line
(x10-17 cm/molecule)
3.7
3.6
3.7
3.7
3.8
3.7
3.8
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.8
Path length
l (mm)
2.6
2.4
2.3
2.2
2.1
2
1.9
1.8
1.7
1.6
1.4

Number densities of ground state OH(X) using P1(2) at 308 nm
Integrated
Absorbance
(x10-4 cm-1)
2
2
1.9
1.9
2.1
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.5
1.3
1.2

(x1013 molecule cm-3)
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.3
2.6
2.3
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.3
2.2

Absolute OH number density

The number densities of OH(X) varied from a minimum of 2.2 x 1013 cm-3 to a maximum
towards the center of the plume of 2.6 x 1013 cm-3. Quantities measured are in agreement
with some measurements of OH(X) listed previously, in the same order of magnitude as
the LIF measurements made by Pei et al. in a plasma needle device, for instance [28].
Large disagreements exist when compared to other measurements, however, and reasons
for the discrepancies may be inferred from the differences between experimental
conditions, apparatuses, and theoretical models used to calibrate measurements—though
the justification of these reasons is suppositional at present. Yonemori el al found a lower
density of 1012 cm-3 using LIF, and were experimenting with a different style of APPJ
than the plasma pencil. A significantly greater number density was found by Hong et al.
of 1015 cm-3, but experimental conditions dramatically differed, as the plasma was used to
irradiate a water surface. Increased measurements of APPJs under a host of operating
conditions, and an improved understanding of the molecular reactions involved, will
enable formation of generalized principles which will apply to the many varied schemes
of cold plasma generation
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CHAPTER V
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INVESTIGATION OF PLASMA BULLETS
5.1 Cryogenic plasma jet
Continuing the trend of decreasing gas temperature, construct a truly, truly cold
plasma by passing the gas through a cryogenic heat exchanger. The boiling point of
nitrogen at atmospheric pressure is 77 K. A sufficiently long coil of copper tubing
submerged in a nitrogen-filled Dewar should allow the working gas to approach this
temperature. With a non-thermal DBD device to isolate the electrical discharge, hydrogen
may be used as the working gas. The characteristic rotational temperature of H2 is 87.6 K.
Below this, there is negligible population of rotational energy states above ground state—
rotational modes are frozen out.
Running a plasma jet with cryogenic hydrogen would allow for the determination
of whether there exists any selectivity in the excitation of vibrational temperature over
the rotational, or at least modifying the energy distribution, changing the relaxation time
of the rotational excitation and creating novel non-equilibrium states. Measurements of
this arrangement would be ideally conducted using microwave spectroscopy, perhaps
even in a millimeter-wave ringdown spectroscopy setup, enabling sensitive, absolute
number density measurements of H2 in the rotational ground state [44].
The addition of a heating element in series after the cryogenic heat exchanger
would allow the working gas to be easily heated to any temperature from < 80 K to
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around 1000 K using a commercially available inline air heater. This would enable
plasma measurements over a very large range of temperatures without additional
hardware construction or modification. Consequently, explorations of the effects of gas
temperature on cold plasma could be made.

5.2 Water contamination control
Among the proposed methods of OH formation in APPJs, the currently most
likely candidate is disassociation of H2O contamination in the helium through inelastic
collisions with free electrons. The use of a cold trap, as proposed for the plasma cryojet
previously, would also allow for the removal of all water vapor from the working gas.
Examining the effect this has on OH, both in the ground state using CRDS, and the
OH(A—X) de-excitation using OES, would verify the source of water in the plasmaformed hydroxyl and potentially shed light on the exact formation mechanism.
Further investigations by doping water vapor into the helium in varying quantities
would follow easily, and could be accomplished using a variety of methods and
techniques already demonstrated in our lab [45]. The lifetime of OH is on the order of 1
ms at 1 torr [46] and is likely shorter at higher pressure due to increased interactions with
other molecules [47]. Provided OH is generated primarily by electron impact on
contaminating water in the helium gas, it should have a minimal concentration in the
absence of H2O impurities. Some work has been done in the lab on additional H2O
inclusion, but decreasing content below base levels has not yet been attempted. Finding
percentage H2O inclusion using an easily replicable setup and industrial grade helium that
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maximizes the generation of OH for a given APPJ method would be useful in increasing
the effectiveness of plasma treatments.
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